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Abstract. We propose a method to evaluate the contributions of each
participant to the development of a document in a collaborative environment. The algorithm proceeds ex post, by analyzing the diﬀerent steps
that led to the ﬁnal (assumed satisfying) version of the document. Such
an evaluation might be considered as a trust or reputation note, and
therefore can be used as an input for trust mechanisms aimed at incentivizing users to contribute eﬃciently.
We implemented this evaluation mechanism in Java, when the document has been developed with Subversion, a version control system used
to maintain current and former versions of ﬁles.
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1

Introduction

There are more and more digital documents that cannot be elaborated by a
single person or entity, because of the prohibitive size of the document, or of the
numerous knowledge ﬁelds and competences that they require. Thus a whole
community or organization is often needed to build a complete document of
satisfying quality. For example, online encyclopedies such as Wikipedia [www.
wikipedia.org] need contributions from a huge number of persons. Likewise,
requests to calls for proposals in industry often imply several (possibly competing) companies joining their eﬀorts in order to build an oﬀer that fulﬁlls the
client’s needs.
In those contexts, a reliability or trustworthiness evaluation of contributors
would be of great help to decide the treatment applied to the contribution: if
a participant is known to provide high quality contributions, then a minimum
checking might be needed, whereas contributions from untrustworthy participants should be carefully checked or simply ignored. Since deeply checking contributions is necessarily costly, trust or reputation scores of their authors would
help improve the document building process.
Moreover, such trust scores could also act as an incentive for participants to
perform high quality contributions. Indeed, reputation scores can for example be
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used as inputs for access control or usage control policies [3], or even for resource
allocation mechanisms (e.g. to share revenues among contributors).
While the notion of trust in networks has recently received quite a lot of
attention for peer-to-peer networks (see [4,6] and references therein) or to build
social networks [2,5], research on trust mechanisms in collaborative frameworks
is only emerging.
In this paper, we propose an objective evaluation scheme for the contributors
of a document, that can be used as a trust or reputation score. For sake of
simplicity, we restrict our attention to a text document. We assume that the
document has reached a stable (ﬁnal) version, that has been validated, and
propose a method to perform trust score calculations.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
model considered in terms of participants roles and document development process. Then Section 3 describes our proposal of trust measure. Finally, Section 4
presents our implementation for trust computation, and conclusions and directions for future work are given in Section 5.

2

Model

We present here the assumptions we make regarding the development of the text
document. We deﬁne three types of agents involved in the development process,
and describe that process.
2.1

Roles

We assume that three roles are deﬁned for the elaboration of the document, as
described below.
Writers. Those participants have access to the current version of the document.
They can add text but cannot delete text written by the other participants. Moreover, they do not see the text that has been deleted (more precisely, proposed
for deletion) by reviewers. We denote by W the set of writers.
Reviewers. They can read the current version of the document, and see the
parts that have been proposed for deletion by the other reviewers. The possible
actions for them are text addition, and proposition of text deletion for parts of
the document that have or not already been proposed for deletion. A reviewer
can contradict a previous proposition of another reviewer, therefore modifying
the text visible to writers. The set of reviewers is denoted by R.
Validator. He sees all the text, including the one that has been proposed for
deletion. He can add and delete text to the document, and agree with or contradict deletion propositions of reviewers. In this paper we assume that only one
entity is the validator. He is the participant who stops the development process:
his choices are deﬁnitive and the corresponding version is the ﬁnal one, that is
assumed to be of good quality. Therefore the validator should be the guarantor

Writers
Add text

Draft document

Reviewers

Versioning system

Add text
Propose text deletion
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Validator Add text
Delete text
Approve/Reject deletion prop.

Phase 2

Document for validation

Final document
Fig. 1. The document development process, with action rights for each role (in italics)

of the quality of the document, and the reference as regards the trust scores
described in the next section.
Notice that we do not enter the rules that determine those roles. The rule to
decide whether a participant is a writer or a reviewer may for example take into
account the involvement of the contributor in the project (if any), and the trust
scores obtained from previous experience and/or recommendation processes [2].
2.2

Document Development

The document development process consists in two phases. First, writers and
reviewers work on the document, according to their access rights deﬁned previously. Some collaborative working tools such as versioning softwares can classically be used to manage the evolution of the document. In the second phase, the
validator takes the actions that he considers necessary for the document to be of
suﬃcient quality: text deletion, conﬁrmation/cancelling of deletion propositions,
and possibly text addition.
The process is illustrated in Figure 1, where actors appear in gray.
If the contributors in the ﬁrst phase are trustworthy, then the work of the
validator should be minimal.

3

Trust Calculation: Algorithm and Implementation

We introduce here a proposal of trust score based on objective measures (still
assuming the ﬁnal validated version is of best quality). We ﬁrst explain the general principles that we want to apply, and present and justify the mathematical
expressions of trust scores for writers and reviewers.
As in most references (e.g. [2,6] and references therein), a trust score will be
a real number in the interval [0, 1], the value 0 meaning that the participant has
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no positive eﬀect on the document development, and the value 1 corresponding
to a perfectly trustable participant.
3.1

Principles for the Trust Score Definition

In this paper, we quantify contributions in function of their number of words.
This measure is surely imperfect, since changing very few words can completely
modify the meaning of the document. A measure based on the signiﬁcation
of contributions would be much better suited, but would involve the use of
semantic analysis tools, which is beyond the scope of this paper. Notice that our
trust calculation proposals can easily be modiﬁed to include such semantic-based
measures. Nevertheless we use here the number of words to ﬁx ideas and give
concrete examples.
In all this paper, the validator is the reference for trust scores. He is therefore
always given a ﬁxed trust score of 1. Therefore we focus here on the trust score
deﬁnition for writers and reviewers.
We believe that trust scores should respect the following principles.
P1. The trust score of a participant should be increasing with his contribution
to the ﬁnal version. In other words, if a signiﬁcant part of the validated
document comes from his contributions then his trust score should increase.
P2. The trust score of a participant should be decreasing with the proportion of
his contributions that have not been kept in the ﬁnal version.
P3. The trust score of a reviewer should be increasing with his contribution to
the deletion propositions that have been validated.
P4. The trust score of a reviewer should be decreasing with the proportion of his
deletion propositions that have not been validated.
We actually compute a numerical measure corresponding to each of those
principles, and deﬁne the trust score as a weighted sum of those measures.
3.2

Trust Score Components

The score associated to Principle P1 should measure the quantity of his work
with respect to the overall document content. It should answer the question
“How much did this participant contribute to the final version?”. We therefore
simply deﬁne it for each participant i ∈ W ∪ R as
ti,w

qt

:=

ni,f inal
,
nf inal

(1)

where ni,f inal is the number of words validated in the ﬁnal version that come
from participant i, and nf inal is the total number of words in the ﬁnal document.
(w qt stands for “writing quantity” of the contributions.)
Principle P2 aims to refer to the quality of the contributions of participant i, by
answering the question “Were the contributions of i satisfying?”. The numerical
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measure we take to answer this question is the proportion ti,w
written by i that were validated in the ﬁnal version.
ti,w

ql

:=

ni,f inal
,
ni

ql
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(2)

where ni is the total number of words that participant i has introduced to the
document.
While Principles P1 and P2 respectively correspond to the quantity and quality of a participant’s writing behavior, the two other principles should have the
same meaning as concerns the deleting behavior. Since only reviewer have the
right to propose text deletions, the corresponding scores only apply to participants i ∈ R.
If we denote by ni,del prop the number of words that reviewer i proposed for
deletion, and by ndel val the total number of words that were actually deleted
in the ﬁnal version, then we deﬁne the numerical measure ti,d qt associated to
Principle P3 as
ni,del prop
.
(3)
ti,d qt :=
ndel val
This ratio answers the question “Does reviewer i delete low-quality text?”, and
reﬂects the quantity of his deletion proposition work.
On the other hand, the quality of his deletion proposition work can be evaluated by his degree of accordance with the validator as concerns deletions. This
corresponds to Principle P4 and the question “Does reviewer i delete only lowquality text?”, which we quantify by deﬁning ti,d ql as
ti,d

ql

:=

ni,del prop
,
ni,del val

(4)

where ni,del val is the number of words that have been proposed for deletion by
i, and have eﬀectively been deleted in the ﬁnal version.
3.3

Definition of Trust Scores

We now propose an overall trust value expression for participants in W ∪ R, as
a weighted sum of the diﬀerent trust score components deﬁned in the previous
subsection.
Writers Trust Score. For a writer i ∈ W , the system designer (possibly the
validator) should decide which of Principles P1 or P2 are most important. In
other words, he should choose whether to prefer to favor writers who contribute
a lot, or those whose contributions are of high quality.
We propose to deﬁne the overall trust ti of writer i ∈ W as
ti := αqt ti,w

qt

+ αql ti,w

ql ,

(5)
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where αqt and αql are two positive numbers, with αqt + αql = 1, reﬂecting the
system designer’s preferences.
Reviewers Trust Score. For reviewers, we propose the same type of formula,
but encompassing Principles P1-P4.
We deﬁne the trust score ti of a reviewer i ∈ R as
ti := βw

qt ti,w qt

+ βw

ql ti,w ql

+ βd

qt ti,d qt

+ βd

ql ti,d ql ,

(6)

where the βs are positive real numbers that sum to 1, and which represent the
system designer’s priorities in terms of quantity and quality (regarding writing
and deletion) in reviewer’s work. It would be natural that the weights associated
to the writing behaviour have the same relative importance as for writers, i.e.
β
β
that βw qtw+βqtw ql = αqt , and βw qtw+βqlw ql = αql .

4

Algorithm and Implementation

We intend here to automate the computation on trust scores, based on the
history of the versions that have been submitted to the versioning server. We
have used Subversion [1] as a versioning tool, and implemented the trust score
calculation in Java.
The algorithm proceeds backwards, and compares each version with the previous one using the Subversion command svn diff.
4.1

The Command Svn Diff

This command provides three kinds of results, depending whether text has been
added “a”, deleted “d” or cut “c”. As an example, consider the two successive
versions of a ﬁle given in Figure 2, where lines are numbered.
Then the command svn diff would give the result ﬁle of Figure 3.
The results interpret as follows:
– 1d0: line 1 of the old version has been deleted, the text of the new version
begins at line 0.
– 2a2: some text has been added after line 2 of the old version. In the new
version this text is at line 2.
– 4c4,5: line 4 of the old version has been replaced by lines 4,5 of the new
one.
Successive comparisons of the versions in the server can therefore be used to
deduce the author of a line, or the reviewers that suggested to delete a given line.
file.txt
1 Monday
2 Tuesday Wednesday
3 Thursday
4 Friday

file.txt
1 Tuesday Wednesday
2 added text
3 Thursday
4 Saturday
5 Sunday week-end

Fig. 2. Two successive versions of a document
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diff file.txt
1 Index:file.txt
2 =========================
3 1d0
4 <Monday
5 2a2
6 >added text
7 4c4,5
8 <Friday
9 ...
10 >Saturday
11 >Sunday week-end
Fig. 3. svn diff applied to the example ﬁle of Figure 2
del prop file.txt
1 Index:file.txt
2 =========================
3 0d1,3
4 Monday
5 4d1
6 Friday
7 5d3
8 Sunday week-end
Fig. 4. Example of a deletion proposition ﬁle

4.2

Management of Deletion Propositions

The management of writers prohibition to delete text is simply made by the
versioning server, that refuses to upload a new version if it includes a deletion.
Text that has been so far proposed for deletion does not appear in the current
version, and therefore is not visible to writers.
To make those (temporary) deletions visible to reviewers, we store them when
they are detected at each new version upload (through an svn diff), and indicate them to reviewers in a separate ﬁle, together with their position in the text.
Remark that those positions are updated at each new version upload, so that an
appropriate interface could mix the text ﬁle with the deletion proposition ﬁle, to
show reviewers a unique ﬁle (for example using diﬀerent colors to distinguish deletion propositions). Building such a user-friendly interface is left to future work.
An example of deletion proposition ﬁle, refering to our example for the svn
diff command, is given in Figure 4. This example reads as follows: we have
assumed that the participant that uploaded the new ﬁle version of ﬁgure 2 has
the identiﬁer 1, and that the validator (with identiﬁer 3) has validated that
version, but he decided to keep the text Friday that had been proposed for
deletion by 1, and to delete the text Sunday week-end that 1 had added. We
therefore read
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– 0d1,3;Monday: that text would be at line 0 of the document if it were not
deleted, and it has been proposed for deletion by participants 1, 3 (it has
thus been deleted in the validated version since 3 is the validator here).
– 4d1,Friday: that text would be at line 4 of the document, it has been
proposed for deletion by participant 1, but not by the validator. Therefore
the text is reinserted into the ﬁnal document.
– 5d3,Sunday week-end: that text was at line 5 of the document, and has
been deleted by the validator only.
In the document building process, reviewers can choose to read or not the
parts proposed for deletion so far, and to conﬁrm or contradict the deletion
propositions. In that latter case, the text becomes visible again to writers (it is
reinjected in the current version, but still remains in the deletion proposition ﬁle
to store the fact that some users have proposed it for deletion).
4.3

Computing Trust Scores

We now describe how the trust scores described in Section 3 can be practically
calculated after the validator has brought the last changes and validated the
ﬁnal document version.
The total number of words nf inal in the ﬁnal version is obviously the most
easy index to obtain. Likewise, the total number of words that have been deleted
ndel val is simple to compute, simply by counting the words in the last version
of the deletion proposition ﬁle.
We describe below how we proceed to compute the other indices needed to
calculate the trust score of a participant i ∈ W ∪ R, namely ni , ni f inal (for writers and reviewers), and ni,del prop , ni,del val (for reviewers), with the notations
of Subsection 3.2.
Indices ni,del and ni,del val (reviewers). Those indices are respectively the
number of words that reviewer i proposed for deletion and the number of words
that among those have eﬀectively been deleted. They can be computed quite
easily from the deletion proposition ﬁle exempliﬁed in Figure 4: ni,del is the
number of words of propositions for which identiﬁer i occurs, and ni,del val is
the number of words of propositions for which both identiﬁers i and V occur,
where V is the identiﬁer of the validator.
Indices ni and ni,f inal writers and reviewers. Our method uses the text
deletion proposition ﬁle, and the results of svn diff applied to the successive
versions of the document, starting with the latest version, to calculate ni and the
diﬀerence ni,bad := ni − ni,f inal for each participant i. We proceed by updating
a table containing the values of the indices we are looking for, the table being
initialized with all values equal to 0. Then the comparison with the previous
version allows to determine, for the author of the current version, the number of
words that have been added. We moreover use this exploration of the ﬁle history
to identify the authors of the deleted parts, and update accordingly their index
ni,bad .
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More precisely, the procedure works as follows:
– at each version compared to the previous one, increment nk where k is the
participant that uploaded the version. The value used to increment is simply
obtained by counting the words corresponding to the “a”s and “c”s in the
svn diff result (see Figure 3).
– for each line of the ﬁnal deletion proposition ﬁne where the validator appears,
increment by the corresponding number of words the nj,bad , where j is the
author of that line. The text can be tracked via successive svn diff of the
latest versions, until its apparition as an addition to the document. The
identiﬁer of the uploader of that version is the j we are looking for.
After this scan of the versions, we have the exact values of ni and ni,f inal =
ni − ni,bad , that can be used to compute the trust scores.
4.4

Why a Reverse Order Processing?

We could also have calculated the indices needed to compute trust scores by
comparing the successive document versions in a chronological order. However,
we believe that using an anti-chronological method would provide more options.
– We assumed that the versioning system keeps all versions of the document.
However we might imagine that very old versions might not be useful and
could be deleted. Our procedure could then be easily adapted to that case,
simply considering that the text contained in the oldest stored version has
no author.
– Following the same ideas, it is possible to imagine that the time component
be taken into account in the trust score. For example, early contributions
might be preferred to last minute text additions. The trust score formulas
we suggest could also be adapted to that case, by adding timing coeﬃcients
into the word count of indices ni , ni,f inal , ni,del , and ni,del val .

5

Conclusions and Perspectives

In this paper, we have proposed some criteria to evaluate the contributions of
each participant in the development of a text document. We have proposed to
use a combination of those criteria to compute a trust score for each participant, which can then be used for several purposes (role or revenue distribution,
decisions to collaborate or not with that participant in the future...).
We have implemented our proposed procedure to automatically calculate the
trust scores, using Java for interfaces and ﬁle processing, and Subversion for
version management.
Our trust evaluation mechanism stands under quite restrictive assumptions.
Relaxing those assumptions gives directions for future work. In particular, we
would like to extend our mechanism to the case where there can be more than
one validator. Also, it would be useful to allow back-and-forth exchanges between
the validator(s) and the writers/reviewers before a version is considered ﬁnal.
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Introducing the time component into the trust scores could also enrich the
model, and prevent some problems such as late contributions that are less reviewed. Finally, we aim at using the trust scores (possibly obtained through previous experience) during the document development itself. Indeed, the decision
to carefully read or not, to delete or not a text part could rely on the trust score
of the author of that part: the eﬃciency of the document creation process would
then be improved, by reducing the reviewing work to the less trustworthy parts.
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